The East Central Regional Arts Council

PERMANENT ART COLLECTION
A Study in Sienna by Erica Belkholm
A Walk in the Woods by Kelli Maag
Aeolian Monolith by Ken Larson
Balloon Unicorn by Claire Fix
Barn at Sunset by Becky Utecht
Birch Basket by Sue Flanders
Bjornehi, Bear's Winter Lair by Tim Andreason
Boatbuilder by BC Peterson
Calm before the storm by Michelle Ressler
Circle of Life by Susan Zimmerman
Classic Vase by Paul Epple
Clerestory Beam by BT Johnson
Curtain Call by Caudia Hanson
Cylinder by Katherine Hoveland
Dreaming of Avalon by Cadence Eischens
Freed by Karen Keifer
Garden Flowers by Yvonne Hermann
Ghost of Highway 65 by Lorraine Hendershot
Honoring Officer Gomm by Diana Sill
In the Cool of the Day by Kristina Merkouris Anderson
Isanti Beauty by Nikki (Vahle) Schneider
Jackalope by Terri Huro
Kicking Up Some Dust by Bud Bullivant
Knock Knock Who’s There by Patty McQuiston
Madam X Goes Bowling by Gary Carlson
Life After Life from Above by Karrie Anderson
Midnight Field by Stephanie Holm
Mindscape II by Katherine Salverda
Nagamon Bimaadiziwin (Song of Life) by Robert DesJarlait
Native American Mandela by Angela Goulet
Night Lights by Bob Satterstrom
Of Leaves and Lights by CJ Gustafson
Our Lady of Soledad by Alice Benjamine Boudreau
Returning to Stillness by Betty Carlson
Ringbills by Bud Bullivan
Solace by Cindy Fuerstenberg
Somewhere Near Scandia by Taylor Swanson
Spring Meadows by Carole Bersin
Sunset by Rosemary Edberg
Swedish Wave by Gary Goodman
The Birch Grove by Don Kaddatz
The Warrior by Dee Ann Sibley
The Western Wind by Dave Baker
Three Sentinels and the Seer by Patricia Larson
Three Wiseman by Abby Lingle
Tilt-a-Whirl by Dennis Jenereaux
Untitled by Mary Ann Carlson
Vase by Larry Ostrom
View From My Window by Mildred Wahlstrom
White Pine Sawmill by Edith Dressel
Windblown by Sue Sharp
Winter Run by Laurie Miller
YRB 1 by Bruce Thompson
This activity is made possible with funds provided by The McKnight Foundation and also by the voters of Minnesota thanks to legislative appropriations from both the General Fund and the Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund.